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Speedy and customizable software application designed to take a safety measure when it comes
to personal and app files by backing them up to a secure location. The setup procedure does not

take a long time to finish. Apart from the core files, the tool offers to automatically run at
system startup and install multiple UI translations. These components can be customized,

however. Wizard-like interface with simple steps to follow: The UI is user-friendly, based on a
wizard where you have to follow just a few simple stages to carry out a backup job in no time.
It is also possible to restore files from a backup, as well as to edit or remove an existing backup

from the scheduler. Handy settings for scheduling backups, including encryption and upload
options: A new backup is created by specifying a name and belonging group (if any), together

with the files to include, between a custom folder list or ready options (documents, images,
music, desktop files, application settings). The backup can be password-protected to prevent
other users from accessing it. In the last step you can save the backup to file, FTP, Google

Docs, OneDrive, and other locations. Advanced backup options: It is possible to set a backup
scheduler and frequency, time for removing old backups, limits (e.g. size, bandwidth), modify
filters that control files included in the backup, manually override settings, as well as include

the current Duplicati setup in the backup file. Key Features: • Customize the backup name and
files included • Create and schedule backups with advanced settings • Backup to FTP and

Google Drive supported • Supports standard, rar and 7-zip archives • Restore backup to any
file (customizable) • Restore from backup to any file (customizable) • User-friendly wizard

interface • Bug fixes and improvements License: Freeware, Open Source It's been a long time
since we last had a video from JMC Tech in our roundup of top geeky gadgets. This time out,
we present to you Shazam Tech's video recorder and audio recorder, a little device that sits on

your desk and that can make your life much easier with regards to watching and recording
programs, all without having to grab your smartphone, tablet, or laptop. For starters, Shazam

Tech's VTR is a compact little box that acts as a hands-free recorder. As the name implies, you
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simply point the VTR at whatever you
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A versatile project management tool for Windows made available by the creators of the
popular Electrum personal/app/system file manager. Project plan management features include

time/cost tracking, to-do lists, task management, and a simple-to-use calendar. Minimalist
interface The minimalist interface leaves most of the screen free for the program. Some of the
features are featured through icons that appear on each file preview. Time tracking Time/cost

tracking features include a detailed list of activities, lists of times and costs, support for
recurring expenses and payment, granular report creation (day, week, month, year, and

custom), and export of project reports to various formats, including PDF, CSV, and HTML.
Task lists Task lists feature a list of projects with tasks for each project. New tasks can be

created, renamed, or removed. Simple to-do lists A to-do list allows you to record a project or
task that needs to be done or completed. It supports automatic creation of new tasks, subtasks,
and notes. Simple time tracking Time tracking features include real-time display of estimated

time, a prompt when an activity is not yet complete, and a breakdown per day, week, or month.
Calendar The calendar features a list of current dates with links to projects or tasks. Exportable

reports Projects can be saved in CSV, HTML, or PDF format. Popular todo-list and task
manager applications such as GTD4h, 1st Free, Wunderlist, Todoist, Zapier can export data
into this project management tool. It supports adding new tasks as well as adding tasks and

notes directly in the app. GitHub integration We noticed that the GitHub integration is the most
interesting part of this project management tool. The app can set the GitHub actions trigger to
notify you when something happens. You can choose the type of notification and even send the
notification directly to your mail account. This tool even works with different teams. It allows

the creation of different projects for each team and then filter out only those projects that
belong to a specific team. It supports different activities. From creating a new project to

assigning tasks to an individual and more. The Calendar feature shows events to the user. Users
can color events as yellow, red, or blue. The more red an event is, the more important it is to

the user. The Project feature lets you create different types of projects 09e8f5149f
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Duplicati is a simple-to-use software application designed to take a safety measure when it
comes to personal and app files by backing them up to a secure location. It features basic and
advanced features alike to please both user groups. Speedy and customizable installer The setup
procedure does not take a long time to finish. Apart from the core files, the tool offers to
automatically run at system startup and install multiple UI translations. These components can
be customized, however. Wizard-like interface with simple steps to follow The UI is user-
friendly, based on a wizard where you have to follow just a few simple stages to carry out a
backup job in no time. It is also possible to restore files from a backup, as well as to edit or
remove an existing backup from the scheduler. Handy settings for scheduling backups,
including encryption and upload options A new backup is created by specifying a name and
belonging group (if any), together with the files to include, between a custom folder list or
ready options (documents, images, music, desktop files, application settings). The backup can
be password-protected to prevent other users from accessing it. In the last step you can save the
backup to file, FTP, Google Docs, OneDrive, and other locations. Advanced backup options It
is possible to set a backup scheduler and frequency, time for removing old backups, limits (e.g.
size, bandwidth), modify filters that control files included in the backup, manually override
settings, as well as include the current Duplicati setup in the backup file. Evaluation and
conclusion While it's busy with a job, the app minimizes to the system tray area to become non-
intrusive and let users carry on with their normal activity on the PC. It uses low CPU and
memory during this time, so it does not affect overall performance. No errors were shown in
our tests, and the utility did not hang or crash. Thanks to its advanced, yet approachable
options, Duplicati should meet the requirements of most users when it comes to fast and
effective backup jobs. Recent News Windows 10’s next feature update, now officially known
as 10 May 2018 Update, is codenamed Redstone 5 and it’s set to include several feature
improvements. While the Redstone 5 codename is not final, it is unlikely to remain as the
moniker for the entire update. However, it seems as if the 10 May

What's New In?

Duplicati is a simple-to-use software application designed to take a safety measure when it
comes to personal and app files by backing them up to a secure location. It features basic and
advanced features alike to please both user groups. Speedy and customizable installer The setup
procedure does not take a long time to finish. Apart from the core files, the tool offers to
automatically run at system startup and install multiple UI translations. These components can
be customized, however. Wizard-like interface with simple steps to follow The UI is user-
friendly, based on a wizard where you have to follow just a few simple stages to carry out a
backup job in no time. It is also possible to restore files from a backup, as well as to edit or
remove an existing backup from the scheduler. Handy settings for scheduling backups,
including encryption and upload options A new backup is created by specifying a name and
belonging group (if any), together with the files to include, between a custom folder list or
ready options (documents, images, music, desktop files, application settings). The backup can
be password-protected to prevent other users from accessing it. In the last step you can save the
backup to file, FTP, Google Docs, OneDrive, and other locations. Advanced backup options It
is possible to set a backup scheduler and frequency, time for removing old backups, limits (e.g.
size, bandwidth), modify filters that control files included in the backup, manually override
settings, as well as include the current Duplicati setup in the backup file. Download Full Setup
Free Duplicati 86 Nov 9, 2018 Duplicati Evaluation: Duplicati is a simple-to-use software
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application designed to take a safety measure when it comes to personal and app files by
backing them up to a secure location. It features basic and advanced features alike to please
both user groups. Speedy and customizable installer The setup procedure does not take a long
time to finish. Apart from the core files, the tool offers to automatically run at system startup
and install multiple UI translations. These components can be customized, however. Wizard-
like interface with simple steps to follow The UI is user-friendly, based on a wizard where you
have to follow just a few simple stages to carry out a backup job in no time. It is also possible
to restore files from a backup, as well as to edit or remove an existing backup from the
scheduler. Handy settings for scheduling backups, including
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System Requirements For Duplicati:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7, 8.1, 10 Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo E8400 (2.2 GHz), AMD
Phenom II X3 (925 MHz) or equivalent Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: Nvidia GeForce 8800
GT (1024 MB RAM) or ATI Radeon Xpress 200 (256 MB RAM) or equivalent Hard Drive: 8
GB free disk space Sound: DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card DirectX: Version 9.0c Input
Device: Keyboard and Mouse
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